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Encyclopedia of African Peoples 2013-11-26
africa is a vast continent home to many millions of people its history stretches back millennia
and encompasses some of the most ancient civilizations in the world modern africa boasts a rich
cultural heritage the legacy of many diverse influences from all around the world reflecting the
central role african plays in world history encyclopedia of african peoples provides extensive
information about africa s cultures history geography economics and politics it provides an
invaluable overview of the whole continent region by region ethnic group by ethnic group nation
by nation personality by personality sections include africa today the peoples of africa culture
and history the nations of africa biographies past to present glossary index

Peoples of Africa 1965
a reference guide to the peoples of africa including both indigenous and immigrant groups
featuring individual entries on each of sixty african nations with discussion of religion housing
clothing language health and education food family and social life arts and music

The People of Africa 1975
the peoples of africa are neither ethnically culturally nor religiously homogeneous european
colonial powers took little note of this reality in carving up the continent a fact reflected in
the periodic outbreak of civil war since decolonialization likewise western european models of
development whether in their liberal or marxist manifestations have so far failed to meet african
development needs the path to stability in africa is through its people s character and goals
almanac of african peoples and nations provides an essential guide to the major ethnic groups of
the african continent highlighting the major contributions and basic features of each the almanac
reviews africa s language families and their respective national and geographic concentrations
explaining ethnic classification based on linguistic difference and including language groups
that are not indigenous to africa the major african peoples are then listed by country with a
statistical breakdown on their respective shares in the total population of each country and maps
indicating their concentration the major section of the volume includes a comprehensive listing
and descriptive profile of each ethnic national and tribal group detailing their history customs
economic systems and political and social organizations the almanac points out as well which
groups support revisionist political aspirations and shows the internal and external pressures
they are subject to yakan notes that african societies are not highly integrated and must support
multitudes of influential sub cultures with conflicting agendas and loyalties arguing that
tribalism reflects africa s historical experience and cultural heritage he sees the resolution of
the continent s problems in consociational democracy proportional representation federalism or
some form of autonomous rule

Peoples of Africa 2001
routledge is proud to be re issuing this landmark series in association with the international
african institute the series published between 1950 and 1977 brings together a wealth of
previously un co ordinated material on the ethnic groupings and social conditions of african
peoples concise critical and for its time accurate the ethnographic survey contains sections as
follows physical environment linguistic data demography history traditions of origin nomenclature
grouping cultural features religion witchcraft birth initiation burial social political
organization kinship marriage inheritance slavery land tenure warfare justice economy trade
domestic architecture each of the 50 volumes will be available to buy individually and these are
organized into regional sub groups east central africa north eastern africa southern africa west
central africa western africa and central africa belgian congo the volumes are supplemented with
maps available to view on routledge com or available as a pdf from the publishers

Almanac of African Peoples and Nations 2017-11-30
a broad discussion of the people and cultures of west africa
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Peoples of Africa 193?
this work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important and is part of the
knowledge base of civilization as we know it this work is in the public domain in the united
states of america and possibly other nations within the united states you may freely copy and
distribute this work as no entity individual or corporate has a copyright on the body of the work
scholars believe and we concur that this work is important enough to be preserved reproduced and
made generally available to the public to ensure a quality reading experience this work has been
proofread and republished using a format that seamlessly blends the original graphical elements
with text in an easy to read typeface we appreciate your support of the preservation process and
thank you for being an important part of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant

Peoples of Sierra Leone 2017-02-03
encyclopedia of the peoples of africa and the middle east is a new two volume a to z reference to
the history and culture of the peoples of africa and the middle east this fascinating resource
includes about 1 400 entries on the major peoples that have maintained a cultural identity in the
areafrom ancient to modern timessummarizing their history migration culture belief system social
organization and relationship to other peoples students will find entries on the assyrians and
the asante as well as entries on iraqis nationality and ghanaians nationality describing who they
are today with cross references to the various ancestral peoples

Peoples of West Africa 1997
routledge is proud to be re issuing this landmark series in association with the international
african institute the series published between 1950 and 1977 brings together a wealth of
previously un co ordinated material on the ethnic groupings and social conditions of african
peoples concise critical and for its time accurate the ethnographic survey contains sections as
follows physical environment linguistic data demography history traditions of origin nomenclature
grouping cultural features religion witchcraft birth initiation burial social political
organization kinship marriage inheritance slavery land tenure warfare justice economy trade
domestic architecture each of the 50 volumes will be available to buy individually and these are
organized into regional sub groups east central africa north eastern africa southern africa west
central africa western africa and central africa belgian congo the volumes are supplemented with
maps available to view on routledge com or available as a pdf from the publishers

Africa: Its Peoples and Their Culture History 1959
digicat publishing presents to you this special edition of people of africa by edith a how
digicat publishing considers every written word to be a legacy of humankind every digicat book
has been carefully reproduced for republishing in a new modern format the books are available in
print as well as ebooks digicat hopes you will treat this work with the acknowledgment and
passion it deserves as a classic of world literature

The Peoples of Africa 2021-09-09
this authoritative work examines 500 years of interaction between the races in a country that
during the apartheid era became a byword for racial disharmony nelson mandela s release from
prison in february 1990 was the defining moment in south africa s transition from apartheid to
democracy but as this fascinating study shows the racial history of south africa is much more
complex than a simple struggle between black and white how did south africa become a crossroads
for peoples as diverse as the zulu the xhosa the dutch and the chinese did the end of apartheid
really herald a new dawn in race relations or have the scars of those years yet to truly heal to
answer these questions this timely volume examines south africa s ethnic history over 500 years
from the earliest contacts between europeans and africans to the country s changing role in the
post apartheid era this reference work traces the fascinating racial history of south africa
before during and after the apartheid years
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Encyclopedia of the Peoples of Africa and the Middle East 2009
routledge is proud to be re issuing this landmark series in association with the international
african institute the series published between 1950 and 1977 brings together a wealth of
previously un co ordinated material on the ethnic groupings and social conditions of african
peoples concise critical and for its time accurate the ethnographic survey contains sections as
follows physical environment linguistic data demography history traditions of origin nomenclature
grouping cultural features religion witchcraft birth initiation burial social political
organization kinship marriage inheritance slavery land tenure warfare justice economy trade
domestic architecture each of the 50 volumes will be available to buy individually and these are
organized into regional sub groups east central africa north eastern africa southern africa west
central africa western africa and central africa belgian congo the volumes are supplemented with
maps available to view on routledge com or available as a pdf from the publishers

Akan and Ga-Adangme Peoples 2017-02-03
fourteen cultures are presented as examples of how diverse peoples are coping with radical change
and evolution of the 21st century

Peoples and Cultures of Africa 1973
this comprehensive regional geography of east africa has been specially developed for students in
kenya uganda and tanzania preparing for their o level and equivalent examinations in geography

People of Africa 2022-08-15
this title introduces readers to the region of africa concise text thought provoking discussion
questions and compelling photos give the reader an insightful look into africa s rich and complex
histories natural environments economies governments and peoples

South Africa's Diverse Peoples 2005-12-13
routledge is proud to be re issuing this landmark series in association with the international
african institute the series published between 1950 and 1977 brings together a wealth of
previously un co ordinated material on the ethnic groupings and social conditions of african
peoples concise critical and for its time accurate the ethnographic survey contains sections as
follows physical environment linguistic data demography history traditions of origin nomenclature
grouping cultural features religion witchcraft birth initiation burial social political
organization kinship marriage inheritance slavery land tenure warfare justice economy trade
domestic architecture each of the 50 volumes will be available to buy individually and these are
organized into regional sub groups east central africa north eastern africa southern africa west
central africa western africa and central africa belgian congo the volumes are supplemented with
maps available to view on routledge com or available as a pdf from the publishers

Peoples of South-West Ethiopia and Its Borderland 2019-01-02
this book consists mainly of accounts about the anthropology of black africa as it is today and
as it has been during the past thirty years or so it is not about prehistoric or medieval africa
nor about the traditional africa or pre colonial days about which we know very little due to lack
of records not that the general life of the mass of africans would seem to have altered in its
totality all that much since those days but of course it has changed often radically and
irrevocably but this is as yet not easily noticeable throughout the continent its changes have
various baselines some dating from the fifteenth century others from the second world war
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Most of the World 1970
this volume originally published in 1950 discusses the tribes around lake nyasa the rationale for
treating the tribes here as members of a single ethnographic province is that the region whose
literature has been surveyed is vast and the ethnic distinctions between its inhabitants have
been confused by raids and migrations over centuries

Endangered Peoples of Africa and the Middle East 2002-08-30
routledge is proud to be re issuing this landmark series in association with the international
african institute the series published between 1950 and 1977 brings together a wealth of
previously un co ordinated material on the ethnic groupings and social conditions of african
peoples concise critical and for its time accurate the ethnographic survey contains sections as
follows physical environment linguistic data demography history traditions of origin nomenclature
grouping cultural features religion witchcraft birth initiation burial social political
organization kinship marriage inheritance slavery land tenure warfare justice economy trade
domestic architecture each of the 50 volumes will be available to buy individually and these are
organized into regional sub groups east central africa north eastern africa southern africa west
central africa western africa and central africa belgian congo the volumes are supplemented with
maps available to view on routledge com or available as a pdf from the publishers

Lands and Peoples of East Africa 1986
this volume consists of nine studies each describing the world outlook of an african people as
expressed in their myths of creation traditions of origin and religious beliefs the studies are
concerned with such widely divergent systems of thought as the complex metaphysical system of the
dogon of french west africa the magical cults of the abuluyia of kenya the religious practices of
the lele of kasai in which the forest plays a dominant part the secret societies of the mende and
the ancestor cult of the ashanti the authors show how closely concepts of the divine ordering of
the universe are related to the organization of society and the everyday activities of men so
that the enthronement of a king or chief the brewing of beer the building of a granary the
organization of a hunt all have symbolic significance and are accompanied by appropriate rituals
the wealth of imagery and symbolism displayed in many of these myths and the subtlety of the
metaphysical concepts will be a revelation to those who have not studied the thought of so called
primitive societies rarely out of print since it was first published in 1954 this new edition has
an introduction by professor wendy james of the institute of cultural and social anthropology
oxford contents introduction daryll forde the lele of kasai mary douglas the abaluyia of
kavirondo kenya gunter wagner the lovedu of the transvaal j d krige e j krige the dogon of the
french sudan marcel griaule germaine dieterlen the mende in sierra leone kenneth little the
shilluk of the upper nile godfrey lienhardt the kingdom of ruanda j j maquet the ashanti of the
golden coast k a busia the fon of dahomey p mercier daryll forde was professor of anthropology
university london and director of the international african institute

A Political and Cultural History of the Jii-speaking Peoples of
Eastern Africa 2004
routledge is proud to be re issuing this landmark series in association with the international
african institute the series published between 1950 and 1977 brings together a wealth of
previously un co ordinated material on the ethnic groupings and social conditions of african
peoples concise critical and for its time accurate the ethnographic survey contains sections as
follows physical environment linguistic data demography history traditions of origin nomenclature
grouping cultural features religion witchcraft birth initiation burial social political
organization kinship marriage inheritance slavery land tenure warfare justice economy trade
domestic architecture each of the 50 volumes will be available to buy individually and these are
organized into regional sub groups east central africa north eastern africa southern africa west
central africa western africa and central africa belgian congo the volumes are supplemented with
maps available to view on routledge com or available as a pdf from the publishers
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Africa 2021-01-01
routledge is proud to be re issuing this landmark series in association with the international
african institute the series published between 1950 and 1977 brings together a wealth of
previously un co ordinated material on the ethnic groupings and social conditions of african
peoples concise critical and for its time accurate the ethnographic survey contains sections as
follows physical environment linguistic data demography history traditions of origin nomenclature
grouping cultural features religion witchcraft birth initiation burial social political
organization kinship marriage inheritance slavery land tenure warfare justice economy trade
domestic architecture each of the 50 volumes will be available to buy individually and these are
organized into regional sub groups east central africa north eastern africa southern africa west
central africa western africa and central africa belgian congo the volumes are supplemented with
maps available to view on routledge com or available as a pdf from the publishers

Peoples of the Niger-Benue Confluence (The Nupe. The Igbira. The
Igala. The Idioma-speaking Peoples) 2019-01-02
presents the history language way of life social structure culture and religion of the major
ethnic groups of north africa with information on the land climate and vegetation of the region

Black Africa 1970
presents the history language way of life social structure culture and religion of the major
ethnic groups of southern africa with information on the land climate and vegetation of the
region

Peoples of the Lake Nyasa Region 2017-02-10
routledge is proud to be re issuing this landmark series in association with the international
african institute the series published between 1950 and 1977 brings together a wealth of
previously un co ordinated material on the ethnic groupings and social conditions of african
peoples concise critical and for its time accurate the ethnographic survey contains sections as
follows physical environment linguistic data demography history traditions of origin nomenclature
grouping cultural features religion witchcraft birth initiation burial social political
organization kinship marriage inheritance slavery land tenure warfare justice economy trade
domestic architecture each of the 50 volumes will be available to buy individually and these are
organized into regional sub groups east central africa north eastern africa southern africa west
central africa western africa and central africa belgian congo the volumes are supplemented with
maps available to view on routledge com or available as a pdf from the publishers

West African Countries and Peoples 1969
the rapid changes taking place in central africa are reflected in the completely revised edition
of this successful o level geography book

Most of the World 1952
this work focuses on the early years of independence and the problems african countries faced
soon after the end of colonial rule many of those problems still exist today they include poverty
and underdevelopment adoption of alien ideologies and economic and political systems structural
flaws of the modern african state and its institutions inherited at independence nation building
democratization national integration and ethnoregional rivalries among others it is also a
historical study of the continent since the partition of africa by the imperial powers and of the
struggle for independence it also focuses on the continent s demographic composition shedding
some light on the complexity and diversity of the world s second largest continent the history of
africa s indigenous peoples and their earliest contact with foreigners provides a background to
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this telescopic survey the sixties was one of the most important decades in the history of africa
and this work provides a balanced perspective on those years when africans celebrated the end of
colonial rule on their continent it is a compact study covering a vast expanse of territory from
the advent of imperial rule to the attainment of sovereign status for african countries during
the sixties and the problems they faced in those years as a demographic portrait it excels in
depicting the continent as a tapestry that reflects the racial diversity and multiethnic
composition of this vast land mass the second largest after asia and as a historical and
political analysis it addresses some of the most important issues in the post colonial era
including the cold war with the congo figuring prominently in the analysis as thefirst theatre of
combat and super power rivalry in the early sixties on the african continent the dawn of freedom
provided opportunities and challenges for the young african nations as they tried to modernize
and consolidate their independence in a world dominated by major powers and contending ideologies
it was a rude awakening to the harsh realities of nationhood one of these was the desire by the
major powers to turn african countries into client states as the two ideological camps east and
west competed for world domination as julius nyerere warned we are not going to allow our friends
to choose our enemies for us one of the most contentious grounds for this hegemonic control was
of course the congo right in the middle of the continent it became the bleeding heart of africa
as the country was turned into a combat theatre mainly between the surrogate forces of the west
and the congolese nationalist forces supported by a number of african countries and by the soviet
union and the people s republic of china the congo imbroglio since the turbulent sixties mainly
as a result of foreign intrigue and intervention is one of the most important subjects addressed
in this book and it raises serious questions that have profound implications even today for a
continent mired in conflict this time ignited by the africans themselves in many but not in all
cases yet prospects for the world s poorest and most embattled continent are not bleak if
africans seek their own solutions to their own problems in this post cold war era of
globalization dominated by the industrialized nations the book includes many photos from the
early sixties the dawn of a new era when africancountries won independence which oginga odinga
described as not yet uhuru

The Peoples of Greater Unyamwezi Tanzania (nyamwezi Sukuma
Sumbwa Kimbu Konongo) 2019-01-02

African Worlds 1999

The Swahili-Speaking Peoples of Zanzibar and the East African
Coast (Arabs, Shirazi and Swahili) 2019-01-02

Peoples of the Central Cameroons (Tikar. Bamum and Bamileke.
Banen, Bafia and Balom) 2019-01-02

Peoples of North Africa 1997

The Bantu-speaking Peoples of Southern Africa 1974

Peoples of Southern Africa 1997
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The Ewe-Speaking People of Togoland and the Gold Coast
2017-02-03

Peoples and Empires of West Africa 1971

Lands and Peoples of Central Africa 1983

Peoples of the Central Cameroons 1954

The Eʻwe-speaking Peoples of the Slave Coast of West Africa 1890

The World and Its Peoples: Africa, North and East 1967

Africa After Independence 2006
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